Abstract FORTRAN program 'isocomp 1 computes isostatic residual gravity from input data consisting of gravity station coordinates, complete Bouguer gravity and topography digitized on a geographic grid. It is based on the assumption of complete local isostatic compensation according to the Airy-Heiskanen system. The program requires numerical values for the assumed sea level crustal thickness, density of the topography, and density contrast across the Moho.
Introduction
The interpretation of Bouguer gravity data in many areas is complicated by the presence of large, long-wavelength variations in the gravity field. On a regional scale, these long-wavelength variations tend to be strongly correlated with average elevation. Areas near sea level tend to have Bouguer gravity values near zero whereas areas characterized by high elevations, such as the Rocky Mountains and the Sierra Nevada Mountains, are associated with Bouguer gravity values that are strongly negative. In contrast, at sea where the earth's surface lies below sea level, Bouguer gravity tends to be strongly positive. Pronounced regional gradients in Bouguer gravity are associated with transition zones between areas of markedly different surface elevations, such as the transitions from ocean basins to continents or from the Great Plains to the Rocky Mountains.
It has long been recognized that this behavior of Bouguer gravity is a reflection of isostatic compensation within the earth (see Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz (1958) for a discussion of isostatic theories). In simplest terms, isostatic equilibrium means that below some relatively shallow depth within the earth, all stresses are hydrostatic regardless of whether they occur beneath mountains, lowlands, or ocean basins.
The gravity effects of isostatic compensation are so large in some areas that they tend to mask the gravity expressions of lateral density variations in the shallow crust, the targets of most gravity investigations. In the Klamath Mountains province of northern California and southern Oregon (irwin, 1966 ) the gravity expression of numerous large thrust plates is superposed on a strong gravity gradient arising from the transition from oceanic to continental crust (Kirn, 1974) . In the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California, small gravity anomalies associated with individual granitic plutons are masked by the large gravity gradient arising from the crustal root beneath these mountains (Oliver and Robbins, in press ).
In order to enhance the correlation between near-surface geology and gravity by separating the gravity effects of near-surface geologic structures from those of isostasy, a computer program (Appendix A) was written that computes the gravity effects of complete local isostatic compensation by the Airy-Heiskanen system (Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958, p. 135-137) . The program requires topography digitized on a geographic grid.
Theory
The computer program is based on equations for the Airy-Heiskanen system given by Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz (1958, p. 135-137) . Following their notation for a crust having a sea level thickness T, topography with an elevation above sea level h and a density f is underlain by a root of thickness t ( fig. 1 ) satisfying the equation where & p is the density contrast between the lower crust and upper mantle, Similarly, the thickness t' of the antiroot beneath the oceans is given by (2) where f w is the density of sea water and h' is the depth of the ocean ( fig.  1) . Therefore, the total crustal thickness, TC , beneath moutains is TC = T + h + t (3) whereas total crustal thickness, T , beneath oceans is
The topography of the area for which the gravity effect of isostatic compensation is to be computed is divided into compartments and the average elevation in each compartment is estimated. The thickness of the root or antiroot beneath each compartment is determined from equation 1 or 2. The gravity effect at any observation point of the root or antiroot beneath each compartment is computed according to the following equations. For areas above sea level
where o = the gravitational constant A = area of the compartment r = horizontal distance between the center of the compartment and the obervation point e = elevation of the observation point Equations 5 and 6 are essentially those of Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz (1958, p. 182, equations 6-33 and 6-34) modified slightly to include the elevation of the observation point. The quantities gz and gz * represent the gravity effect of a vertical mass-line located at the center of the root or antiroot compartment and having the total compensating mass of the compartment. Equations 5 and 6 do not take into account the curvature of the earth and, as a result, this program should be used only for compartments that are close enough to the observation point that the effects of curvature can be ignored. We generally use this approximation out to distances no greater than 166.7 km (Hayford Zone 0). Published world-wide maps are available that give the combined effects of topography and compensation for all areas at distances greater than 166.7 km (Karki and others, 1961) .
Test Cases
The program was tested against both an exact solution for a buried vertical cylinder and the published tables of Heiskanen (1938) . The model parameters for the test against the exact solution were T -25 km f -2.67 g/cm3 b$ = 0.4 g/cm h = 304.8 m (uniform) e = 0 km In this test, the program yielded 18.40 mGal compared to an exact solution of 18.36 mGal. The computed area was 0.36% smaller than the area of the top surface of the cylinder.
A number of cases were computed and tested against the published tables and the results are shown in table 1. The common model parameters were $ -2.67 g/cm3 0.6 g/cm3 h = 1800 m (uniform) e = 0 km radius of computation = 58.8 km (through Hayford zone M) The slight discrepancies between the computed values and the test values probably result, in part, from slight differences in the computed and exact areas, the former in all test cases being slightly smaller than the latter. The computed area, in general, will be slightly different from the exact area because the outer boundary of the computation zone is not circular, but follows the boundaries of the 3x3 minute compartments included in the computation. All compartments for which the horizontal distance between the center of the compartment and the observation point is less than the specified radius of computations are included in the computation.
Another factor that contributes to the discrepancies between the computed and table values is that the table values were computed with the added constraint that the topographic and compensating masses were equal. This constraint results in slightly larger values for the table values (Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1958, p. 136-137) .
Program Usage
The program is designed for operation on the U.S. Geological Survey's Honeywell computer using the Multics operating system. It is interactive to the extent that during a remote terminal session, the program asks for all required input data either in the form of the data values or the names of files containing the data. For multi-station (>200) runs, the average cpu time per station is approximately 3.2 seconds (approximately $0.07 on Multics low priority queue). A maximum of 2700 stations can be processed during a single run.
A sample terminal session is shown in Appendix C. The program asks for the names of two formatted input files. The first contains information about the observation points at which the gravity effect is to be calculated. One line (card image) is required for each observation and must include the following information (all numbers are right justified integers):
Column data The format of these card images is identical to the card image output from Plouff's terrain correction program (Plouff, 1977) .
The second file contain digitized elevation data. The data should be average elevations of 3x3 minute compartments arranged in 1x2 degree maps. The maps can be arranged in any order and must contain the following information:
lead card The data are arranged in the standard form used for input to Plouff's terrain correction program. The first average elevation corresponds to the most northwestern 3x3 minute compartment of the map. Subsequent average elevations correspond to compartments progressing from west to east. Therefore, the first four "cards'* contain average elevations of compartments in the most northern tier of the map. The next four "cards" contain average elevations of compartments in the next tier south and so on. Elevations can be in feet, meters, or fathoms, depending on the paramters contained on the lead "card" for each map. Examples of the two input files are given in Appendix C.
The program also asks for coordinate bounds (degrees) of the elevation data set required to perform the calculation, the radius to which the computed effect is desired (km), the sea level crustal thickness (km), density of the topography (a/cm ), and the density contrast between the lower crust and upper mantle (g/cm ). The coordinate bounds of the elevation data set are used simply to test whether entire maps should be ignored during computation. To process data for an entire 1° (n-s) x 2° (e-w) mid-latitude quadrangle to a distance of 166.7 km requires a coordinate range of 5° in latitude and 6° in longitude. For example, to process the Sacramento sheet (38-39°N, 120-122°W), the input would be 118 124 36 41 ( fig. 2 ). All numerical data input from the terminal are read in variable format so that when more than one number is requested, they should be separated either by a blank or a comma.
Output
The program generates the following three output files: 1) a "print" file that gives information about the computations and isostatic corrections, 2) a "card image" output file that is identical to the input file with the addition of the isostatic residual gravity in columns 70-75 and the letters ISO in columns 76-78, and 3) a "save" file to permit data recovery following a system crash during program execution. Examples are given in Appendix C.
Supplemental program "isoworld"
For those who are working in the western United States (latitude 30-50°N, longitude 105-125°W) and have access to the Surface Gridding Library produced by Dynamic Graphics, Inc., an additional program, "isoworld" (Appendix B) is available that will take the "card" output file from "isocomp" and apply the combined isostatic and topographic corrections for all regions beyond 166.7 km. These corrections are obtained from Karki and others (1961) . The output from this program is identical to the input with the following exceptions: 1) Columns 70-75, isostatic residual gravity including correction for regions beyond 166.7 km, and 2) a "W" in column 79 to indicate that "isoworld" has been used.
APPENDIX A LISTING OF PROGRAM "isocomp" AND SUBROUTINE "compcomp3 r*********< c **** isocomp.fortran updated 1/81 ***** c **** isostatic corrections normally to radius of 166.7 km from each c **** station calculated assuming complete local compensation by the c **** Airy-Beiskanen system. Calculations performed using formulas c **** of Beiskanen and Vening Heinesz (1958, "The earth and it's c **** gravity field: HcGraw-Hill Book Co) modified to incorporate c **** station elevations. Crustal thickness calculated using c **** topography averaged over 3x3 minute compartments. c **** input data is standard card output from Plouff terrain c **** correction program. Terrain data is in standard 1x2 degree format c **** used for terrain correction program. c **** c **** Note: This program has only been tested for stations in c **** North America where, following astronomical practice/all c **** latitudes and longitudes are positive.
external io(descriptors),close_file(descriptors) real mtr3,lat,Ion,mtr character*50 aname,bname,cname,dname,ename character*12 mapname character*8 sta character*34 xx double precision gridlat,gcos,grlatstart dtr-1.7453293e-2 mtr-2.90888e-4 mtr3-8.72664e-4 common sta(2700),selev(2700),g(2700),lat(2700),Ion(2700), &elev(800),gsump(2700),asum(2700),sp(2700),sm(2700),ielev(2700), &xx(2700),lad(2700),lam(2700),lod(2700),lorn(2700),ig(2700) ****** begin prompting section ****** ************ end of prompting section ****** areaexact-3.1415927*outrad**2 orad*outrad*1. e5 orad2*orad*orad read 20, tcrust,rho,deltarho a lambda-rho/deltarho amu*(rho-1.027)/deltarho ac-6.673e-8*deltarho write(14,23 ) 23 format(//"ISOSTATIC ANOMALY COMPUTATION",//" Model Parameters",/) write(14,22) tc rust,rho,deItarho,outrad,areaexact 22 format(1x,"CRUSTAL THICKNESS (km)",f10.2,/1x,"CRUSTAL DENSITY ", *"(g/cc)",f10.2,/1x,"DENSITY CONTRAST (g/cc)",f9.2,/1x,"OUTER ", *"RADIUS (km)",f15.2,/1x,"EXACT AREA (sq km)",f14.1) tcrust*tcrust*1.e5 c ***** read gravity data c *********** begin reading station data ****** do 110 i-1,2700 read(12,30,end*98 ) sta(i), &"calculated due to missing elevations. ***") c ***** write save file ***** rewind 16 write(16,60) mapname 60 format(1x,"partial sums through",2x,a12," quad") do 362 i-1,nsta gsp«gsump(i)* 1000 write(16,62) sta(i),gsp,asum(i) 62 format(* sta ",a8," gravity (equal pressure)",f8.2," area",e12.4) 362 continue 310 continue 1000 write (14, 26) 26 format(//1Ox,"********** SUMMARY **********"/) tcrust"tcrust/100000 c *****compute total effect and print out write(14,50) 50 format(1x,"STATION",3x,"LATITUDE",2x,"LONGITUDE ELEVATION", 2x, *"BOUGUER",4x,"ISOSTATIC",4x,"ISOSTATIC",5X,"AREA ERROR") write(14,51) 51 format(2x,"NAME",5x,"DEG MIN DEC MIN",5x,"FEET",4x,"ANOMALY", *6x,"EFFECT" ,6, "ANOMALY",6x,"CALC-EXACT") write(14,52) 52 format(43x,"MGALS",2x,"(EQUAL PRESSURE)",2x,"MGALS",6x,"SQ KM", *2x,"PERCENT"/) do 400 i-1,nsta gsunptot-0. areatot-0. gsumptot»gsumptot+gsump(i)*1 00 0 410 areatot»areatot-f asum( i ) gpcor-g(i)-gsumptot igpcor»gpcor*100 flom-lom(i)/100. flam-lam(i)/100. felev-ielev(i)/1 0. aer»areatot*1.e-10-areaexact paer«aer*100/areaexact c **** write print output file **** write(14 f 53)sta(i),lad(i),flam,lod(i),flom,felev,g(i),gsumptot, Sgpcor,aer,paer 53 format(1x,a8,1x,i3,f6.2,1x,i4,f6.2,1x,f8.1,1x,f9.2,4x,f8.2,5x, tf8.2,3x,f8.1,f7.2) c ***** write card format output file ***** write(15,57)sta(i),lad(i),lam(i),lod(i),lom(i),ielev(i),xx(i), Sig(i),igpcor 57 format(a8,1x,i2,i4,1x,i3,i4,i6,a34,2i6,"ISO") 400 continue call close_file("-all") call io("detach","file12") call io("detach","file13") call io("detach","file14") call io("detach","file15") call io("detach","file16") stop end c **** end of program isocomp **** c *** subroutine compcomp3 for use with program isocomp *** subroutine compcomp3(alambda,amu,ac,dist,area,tcrust,sele,ele, Sindex ,f) r-dist a>ac*area c-tcrust+ sele if(index.eq.l) go to 5 t-alambda*ele f--a*(1./sqrt(r+c**2)-1./sqrt(r+(c+t)**2)) go to 10 5 t*-amu*ele f-a*( 1 ./sqrt( r+( c-1) **2 )-1 ./sqrt( r+c**2 ) ) 1 0 continue return end 16 APPENDIX B LISTING OF PROGRAM isoworld ********************************************** c **** dimension corr(2700),xdum(231),ydum(210),xxlon(2700),xxlat(2700) common sta(2700),com(2700),query(2700),xx(2700) dimension elev(21,21),ielev(2700), £ig(2700),lad(2700),lam{2700),lod(2700),lom(2700),iso(2700), £isow (2700) equivalence (xdu«,elev (1,1) £-17,-12.4,-7.5,-4.2,-0.5,5.8,12,16,19,21,22.6,23.9,24.1,23.8,  £22,19.2,18,17.5,17.9,20.5,20.5,  £-20.2,-16.8,-12.5,-7.7,-4,1,9.5,12.6,16.2,18.2,20.2,21.2,21.5,  £21,19.3,17.3,16.1,15.7,15.9,18.4,20.7,  £-24.5,-20.5,-16.6,-12.2,-8,-3,5,8. 8, 12, 15. 8, 17. 2, 18. 1,18.5,18.0,  £16.8,15,13.7,13.2,13.8,15.2,19.4,  £-27.2,-24.9,-21,-16.9,-13.2,-8.5,-.5,4.2,8,10.1,13,14.9,15.2,15.1,  £14.1,12.3,11,10.6,10.9,12.8,16.6,  £-29.6,-27.2,-25,-21.3,-17.2,-13.5,-9,-3,.3,4.5,7.2,9.5,12, 12.3,  £10.3,8.8,8,7.5,8.2,10.3,13.3,  £-3 2,-30,-2 7. 5,-2 5.2,-2 2,-17.8,-14. 3,-10.8,-5.8,-3,-0.2,2.7,  £4.8,6.7,6.2,5.1,4,4,5.2,8.5,10.8,  £-33.5,-32.4,-30.4,-28.2,-26,-23,-19.5,-16.2,-13.8,-12,-7,-3.3, fi-.3,.2,0,-.7,-1,0,3.3,5.3,8.6,  *-34.2,-33.4,-32.2,-30.8,-29.2,-27,-24,-21,-18,-15,-11.3,-9,  fi-7.6,-5.2,-5.3,-5.7,-5.3,-3,0,4,6.3,  &-34.6,-34.2,-33.6,-32.2,-31.6,-30.6,-29.2,-26,-23,-20,-16.6,  *-14,-11.5,-10,-9.5,-8.8,-8,-6.8,-4.2,0,3 *xx( i) ,ig( i) ,iso( i) ,com(i) .query( i) 10 format (a8,1x,i2,i4,1x,i3,i4,i6,a34,2i6,a3,1x,a1) xxlat ( a8,1x,i2,i4,1x,i3,i4,i6,a34,2i6,a3 -1960 -1230 -30 256 -1970 -1500 -30 286 -1970 -1550 -60 408 -1970 -1670 -70 722 -1970 -1400 -100 480 -1970 -1050 -1 50 -6 -1980 -1050 -250 -15 -1980 -1950 -50 -22 -1 -1970 -80 -3 1 6 -1930 -250 -35 26 -1980 -550 -34 -6 -2020 -900 -3 1 145 -1950 -1 150 -30 261 -1950 -1350 -30 361 -1970 -1300 -40 226 -1980 -1350 -50 628 -1950 -1370 -70 994 -1950 -1 150 -80 236 -1970 -1030 -180 160 -1970 -1910 -50 -21 7 -1920 -60 -27 16 -1880 -70 -30 -1 -1960 -250 -30 -4 -1950 - 
